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ASA Electronics® Expands JENSEN® Audio Line
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
ELKHART, IN. – ASA Electronics continues
to expand their impressive line of JENSEN®
audio equipment with the JWM10A. The
JWM10A boasts two speaker zones and
four speaker outputs.
Campers can enjoy a customized AM/FM listening experience with 12AM and 18FM station
presets and preset scanning. Bluetooth streaming capability gives the JWM10A a truly endless
music library. This stereo’s dedicated Bluetooth pairing button will connect with any Bluetoothenabled smart device within a 33-foot range with ease.
The JWM10A is App Ready so campers can navigate through their station presets and other
stereo functions, including the control of the two speaker zones, right from their smartphones.
The jControl app from JENSEN® is available as a free download for Android and Apple devices.
jControl will sync with the JWM10A to remember favorite settings and preset stations for a
more tailored experience.
This sophisticated wallmount stereo has been meticulously engineered down to the last detail.
The JWM10A has a slim, low-profile control panel complete with snap-side bezels to cover
mounting screws, offering a sleek modern finish. For clarity and readability, the segmented LCD
display has a true-black background and user-controlled brightness settings. The JWM10A
control panel also features white LED-backlit buttons, an alarm clock with sleep timer, and a
3.5mm front auxiliary audio input. An RCA audio input is located on the rear of the stereo.
ASA Electronics® has been designing and manufacturing mobile electronic products for the
Marine, RV, PowerSports, Agricultural, Construction, Commercial Vehicle, and Bus industries
since 1977. Their proprietary brands are JENSEN®, JENSEN Marine®, JENSEN Heavy Duty®,
Marine Audio®, Voyager® and ADVENT® Air. ASA is also a distributor in specialty markets for
SiriusXM® Satellite Radio and Polk Ultramarine® products. For more information, please visit
www.ASAElectronics.com.
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